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7 Most Common Immigration Mistakes to Avoid
Immigration can be at times a very complicated and confusing task for many people.
Immigration can be at times a very complicated and confusing task for many people. Due to this, various
immigration applications get rejected by companies each day and the reason is just a few small mistakes. Getting
a visa is not an easy task, there is a lot of documentation to ﬁll out as well as other lengthy tests to pass. According
to business immigration attorneys San Diego, below mentioned are some common immigration mistakes people
make, which should be strictly avoided.
1. Not Submitting All the Important Documents
Every immigration procedure needs all the necessary documents and also at least one government form. Many
people forget to attach the government form in a rush. When you think that you are perfectly ready to submit your
documents, be sure to attach all the necessary ones.
2. Sending Documents without Translation
All the immigration companies require the evidence in the English language. If your oﬃcial documents are required
like a birth certiﬁcate and if it is not in English, make sure to include its translation. For this purpose, you don’t
need to hire a professional translator, you can simply bring someone who can do the translation for you.
3. Not Signing the Documents
Any unsigned application can be the top reason of immigration ﬁle rejection. When the company rejects your
application, your government fee will also be returned. You can resubmit your application, but repeating the whole
process will be a total waste of time, money, and also lengthens the process.
4. Missing Documents
Make sure to check twice all the documents before submitting them. Many applicants fail to get all the appropriate
papers in the application, which is another reason of delay or even refusal.
5. Filling the Application with the Wrong Fee
Similar to forgetting signs and missing documents, the wrong fee can also result in immediate and clear rejection.
To avoid getting clearly rejected from the immigration company, make to double check your fee amount. If you
don’t know the fee amount, check the application instructions.
6. Missing Your Window to Renewal
If you are applying to renew your immigration application, try to apply before the expiration date of the current
application. Sometimes it takes several months or even years to the complete the whole procedure. Therefore,
submit your application as soon as you can.
7. Not Knowing Criminal Records
When the immigration company reviews your application, they also check criminal records. If they found anything
criminal against you, they will reject your application right away without hearing your explanations. It is good if you
don’t have criminal records, but if you do, make sure to have it reviewed by your San Diego immigration lawyer.
He or she can advise you appropriately to handle the situation.

If you are planning to apply for a US immigration application or to renew your old one, make sure to avoid these
mistakes. Consider consulting an immigration attorney San Diego to succeed in your immigration process, as the

professionals are very helpful at guiding each client properly.
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